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Nancy Drew Mystery Stories The Sign Of The Twisted Candles
“No room at the inn” means someone wants Nancy to check out—permanently. There’s nothing like riding a horse across the beautiful English countryside, and Nancy has been looking forward to this vacation. But the danger begins even before she arrives at stately Moorsea Manor. Someone steals a road sign, sending Nancy down a dark, twisting road to nowhere. When she finally finds the inn, she’s almost killed by a bronze statue dropped from a second-story window. The owners tell her that
there have been other “pranks” as well. And once someone gets hurt, the Moorsea Manor will be out of business. Now it’s up to Nancy to find the culprit—before the guest list becomes a casualty list.
While vacationing in the Midwest with her friends, Nancy Drew investigates a mysterious magnetic cloud, searches for a hijacked plane, and hunts a horse thief.
When a star model disappears, Nancy’s Aunt Eloise insists that she replace the model in a fashion show. Nancy reluctantly accepts the invitation, only to discover that several of the clothes for the show have been stolen! Once on the trail of her elusive enemies, Nancy discovers clue after clue pointing to a diabolical scheme that she must stop before there’s a fashion disaster that can’t be fixed…
Nancy Drew becomes involved in a double mystery concerning a haunted bridge and jewel thieves.
The Hidden Staircase
Ghost Stories (Nancy Drew )
The Clue in the Diary
The Secret in the Old Attic #21
The Girl Who Couldn't Remember

Detective Nancy Drew investigates six eerie mysteries involving ghosts, haunted houses, thieves, kidnappers, and imposters
When Nancy Drew eagerly agrees to help her lawyer father solve the mystery of the glowing eye, she has no way of knowing that it will involve the kidnapping of her close friend Ned Nickerson. A puzzling note in Ned’s handwriting set Nancy and her friends Bess and George on a hazardous search for a bizarre criminal. From their base of operations, the Emerson College campus, the three girl detectives and Ned’s college pals follow a maze of clues to locate the kidnapper’s hideout and
rescue Ned. Not only is Nancy greatly worried about Ned, but also she is alarmed by the high-handed methods of a woman lawyer who tries to take the case away from her. Readers will follow Nancy’s exciting adventures as she unravels this dangerous web of mystery.
On a student tour through Europe, Nancy discovers that their leader is on a secret mission to transfer ten refugee children from an iron curtain country to freedom! Before the mission is completed, Nancy receives an urgent message from her father concerning a missing entry in a foreign film festival. Undaunted and clever, Nancy pursues an intriguing clue found in a student’s wheelchair and finds herself in great danger.
Nancy Drew's keen mind is tested when she searches for a missing will.
Bike Tour Mystery
Captive Witness
Nancy Drew Mystery Stories
Message in the Hollow Oak-Promo ND #12
The Curse

A cemetery of dark secrets... and Nancy's in the middle of it! Shady Glen was no different from any other cemetery -- maybe a little spooky, but harmless nonetheless. At least that's what Nancy thought until she stumbled onto a treasure map...and stumbled into a world of trouble. The map leads Nancy into a network of underground passageways, where she uncovers a series of clues to a recent outbreak of robberies and the location of a long-lost fortune in gold. She follows the hidden tunnels into the cold, dark heart of the cemetery and comes face-to-face with the chilling secret of Shady
Glen!
Nancy Drew #21
A special treat for Nancy Drew fans, and any reader who's new to the series! This is a stunning new edition of an old favourite,The Clue in the Diary, the seventh book in the incredibly popular, long-running series. It's the same exciting mystery that readers have fallen in love with for more than 80 years-Nancy must figure out the connection between a mysterious diary and a suspicious house fire. Now with a brand-new look, this is an edition that collectors won't want to miss!
Introduce young readers to everyone's favorite girl detective with this starter set that includes six hardcover stories: "The Secret of the Old Clock, The Hidden Staircase, The Bungalow Mystery, The Mystery at Lilac Inn, The Secret of Shadow Ranch," and "The Secret of Red Gate Farm." Pkg.
Nancy Drew 51: Mystery of the Glowing Eye
The Haunted Showboat
Mystery at Moorsea Manor
The Secret of the Forgotten City

Nancy Drew and her two friends help uncover a gang of swindlers while vacationing in a seaside town.
The gift of an oriental rug with a coded message woven into its border and the disappearance of a Turkish client start Nancy Drew on a new search for a missing mannequin.
On her vacation at Shadow Ranch, young detective Nancy Drew encounters a mystery involving a phantom horse, a haunted ghost-town and a perilous gang of cowboy thieves
The blatant acts of a lady swindler posing as Nancy Drew arouse the suspicion of friends and local police against the real Nancy.
The Mysterious Mannequin
The Secret of the Old Clock ; The Hidden Staircase
The Secret of the Old Clock/The Hidden Staircase/The Bungalow Mystery/The Mystery at Lilac Inn
The Mystery at Lilac Inn
Nancy Drew
Accompanying George to the Wolfe Culinary Institute in upstate New York, Nancy discovers that ambition, jealousy, and greed are also on the menu there. Original.
TM & 2006 Simon & Schuster, Inc.
A special treat for Nancy Drew fans, and any reader who's new to the series! This is a stunning new edition of an old favourite, Nancy's Mysterious Letter, the eighth book in the incredibly popular, long-running series. It's the same exciting mystery that readers have fallen in love with for more than 80 years-when Nancy receives a letter informing her she's heir to a fortune, she decides to track down the sender, as well as the other Nancy
Drew. Now with a brand-new look, this is an edition that collectors won't want to miss!
When Nancy and her friends travel to New Orleans for Mardi Gras, Nancy is confronted by a baffling art theft—and exposes a terrible secret.
Nancy Drew 50: The Double Jinx Mystery
The Secret of the Wooden Lady
The Secret in the Old Attic
Nancy's Mysterious Letter
The E-Mail Mystery
Nancy and her friends become involved in a search for lost treasure.
When Nancy and her friends ride deep into the Sawniegunk Forest in search of a flying saucer, they find themselves in the middle of more than one mystery. Wildcats, runaway horses, deadly snakes, and a disappearing Indian keep the sleuths tangled in danger and suspense.
Nancy and her friends find they have to overcome people's superstitions and fears in solving the case of a "jinxed" and threatened bird farm.
When a series of rare-book thefts strikes the Bloom’s Bookstore & Coffeehouse in River Heights, Nancy Drew finds her only clue in the handwriting of a dead woman.
The Sky Phantom
The Secret of Shadow Ranch
The Bungalow Mystery
The Secret in the Old Lace
The Secret of the Old Clock
Nancy Drew attempts to track down several con men suspected of selling stock in nonexistent companies and masterminding a strange kidnapping.
Based on the TV series Nancy Drew, the most-watched new show on the CW! In this prequel novel, the beloved teen sleuth investigates a sinister, once-dormant curse that may be threatening her town once more. This is Nancy Drew for today, perfect for fans of Riverdale, The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, and Stranger Things! A curse is just a mystery dressed up in a sharp, stern warning. And everyone knows that I love a mystery. Nancy Drew isn’t one for ghost stories. So when the annual Horseshoe Bay Naming Day celebration is threatened by eerie warnings of an old curse, Nancy is sure
someone—someone human—is behind them. And no way is she letting this person stand in the way of her best friend, Daisy, finally getting her day in the spotlight as the lead in the much-anticipated Naming Day reenactment. But as Nancy begins investigating, the so-called marks of the curse become bolder…and more sinister. A vandalized locker and ominous notes are one thing, but soon enough lives—including Nancy’s own—are at stake. Though the dreams and eerie visions plaguing Nancy are certainly just products of her own mind…right? All old towns have their traditions and histories, but as Nancy will
soon discover, they don’t always tell the whole story.
Nancy Drew investigates two cases, one in which her father is kidnapped, and the other involving a missing will.
Someone is using email to sabotage Nancy’s father’s law firm—and Nancy’s searching cyberspace to put an end to this web of greed, deception, and betrayal.
Mystery of the Tolling Bell
The Flying Saucer Mystery
The Triple Hoax
The Haunted Bridge
Nancy Drew Starter Set

Riding uphill is hard̶but going down can send you over the edge! Nancy, Bass, and George are all geared up for a bike tour in Ireland. They re looking forward to spectacular scenery, romantic ruins, local entertainment, and, at the end of the day, cozy inns to welcome them. But it isn
cyclists are what they appear to be. As the group bikes along sheep-filled roads and steep seaside cliffs, the menace mounts. Nancy knows that if she makes one wrong turn she ll be on a detour to disaster!
Nancy Drew Mystery StoriesThe Secret of the Old Clock/The Hidden Staircase/The Bungalow Mystery/The Mystery at Lilac InnPenguin
A young detective's attempts to uncover a group of poachers on Crocodile Island in Florida involve her with kidnapping, reptiles, enemy boats, and a sinister racket.
A trip to Wisconsin s Lake Minosha is supposed to be a relaxing vacation for Nancy, George and Bess̶without any mysteries. But moments after they arrive a young woman, scratched and bruised, falls across their cabin s threshold…
The Twin Dilemma
Mystery on the Menu
Mystery of Crocodile Island
The Secret of Shady Glen
The Mardi Gras Mystery
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
Nancy Drew has entered a contest to solve an old mystery—the disappearance of a Flemish nobleman, a pair of lace cuffs, and a priceless treasure. In a thrilling story shadowed by a romance of the past, Nancy and her friends work to solve a mystery over one hundred years in the making.
Nancy Drew 29: The Mystery At The Ski Ju
The Riddle in the Rare Book
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t long before the three friends realize that they

re riding with danger. From the moment they arrive at the airport, someone seems to be targeting the tour members, especially the two teen sisters from Australia. Even worse, not all the

